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ABSTRACT 

Two new algorithms are proposed for error concealment in the presence of cell/packet 

loss for packet video. Under packet switching network environments like Ethernet 

or ATM, some video packets may be lost or discarded due to transmission delay or 

channel congestion. Because video is normally compressed, small data losses may 

completely destroy the received video signal. Thus, lost block recovery or conceal

ment becomes an essential issue for video communication over networks. 

The proposed algorithms use block DCT coding with one pixel overlap. Without 

any assumption on the smoothness of block boundaries, the combination of these 

two algorithms provide consistently good performance in lost block recovery. Exper

imental results show that the quality of the recovered video is much better than that 

obtained with maximally smooth methods. 

One additional advantage of the one pixel overlap structure is that it removes 

blocking effects automatically. Blocking effects are annoying problems for all block 

transform based image or video CODECs. With simple averaging operations on the 

overlapped pixels, all blocking effects can be suppressed. 

One-pixel overlapped block coding generally decreases the compression ratio for 

a given quantization step size. However, increases in PSNR achieved by overlapped 



block coding largely compensate for this effect. Experimental results show that for a 

given PSNR, the decrease in compression ratio is negligible. 

To demonstrate the proposed algorithms, a standard CCITT H.261 software en

coder and decoder were created using C++. With minor modification, the standard 

CODEC is easily combined with our proposed error concealment algorithms to pro

vide high performance block loss recover\' for packet video. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

With steady advances of the world wide web (WW^V) and Internet, multi-media 

communication technologies over computer networks have been developing rapidly. 

Of all the data transmitted in multi-media communication, video occupies the largest 

channel bandwidth. A typical uncompressed 352 x 288 color video may need 24 

MBits/sec bandwidth to be transmitted. ^ This makes video extremely difficult to 

transmit through most computer networks. Fortunately, digital video data generally 

contain plenty of redundancy in both the spatial and temporal domains. Most of this 

data can be efficiently compressed by standard video codes [1][2]. Because compressed 

video is sensitive to any transmission errors, data recovery and error concealment 

techniques are necessar\' to improve error tolerance. 

Most modern computer networks, including Ethernet and ATM (Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode), adopt packet switching protocols for their efficiency and flexibility 

[.3]. Packetized digital video for packet switching networks is called "packet video." 

'.A.ssume tlie frame rate is 10 frames/sec and color depth is 24 bits. 
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Video -T -Q --RL - Channel 

-I 
Q 

Where 
• T : OCT 

"I" Q : Quantiser 

Z'': One image frame delay 

- • PL: Run length coding 

KC: Motion compensation 

- • MC - Z -

a 

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a differential encoder for video. 

Under packet switching environments, packet loss and packet collision may occur. 

The simple solution for solving those problems is packet retransmission. Although it 

works well for normal data transmission, packet retransmission may generate intoler

able delay, which cannot be accepted for some real time packet video communications 

like video conferencing. For real time video communications, all packets which are 

damaged or have a long transmission delay are simply discarded. Thus, all those 

packets are considered as lost packets. 

In general, compressed videos are very sensitive to any packet loss, especially 

when interframe processes are used. Figure 1.1 shows a fundamental structure of 

interframe processes. In interframe processing mode, encoding/decoding a frame re

quires information from the previous frame. Then, any error while decoding one 

frame will propagate to the following frames. This effect is known as error propaga

tion. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 1.2. In Figure 1.2. the first frame 
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Figure 1.2: Three consecutive image frames decoded by CCITT H.261 decoder. The 
first frame has packet loss in two GOBs, the 7"' and 9"" GOBs. Those damaged 
GOBs are simply replaced by corresponding GOBs from the previous frame. 
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loses two Groups of Blocks (GOBs). Then, these GOBs are replaced by their cor

responding GOBs from the previous frame. Although the only visual defects in the 

first frame are some discontinuities on the borders of GOBs. the following frames are 

seriously corrupted by the errors propagating from the first frame. To suppress these 

error propagation effects, more accurate lost block estimation and error concealment 

algorithms need to be used. 

1.2 Dissertation Motivation and Objective 

To suppress error propagation effects, two new algorithms are being proposed. One 

is based on the Least Squares method (LS). the other on the Projections Onto Convex 

Sets algorithm (POCS). The combination of these two new algorithms can virtually 

remove all error propagation effects. The details of their structures, implementations, 

and experimental results will be given in the following chapters. 

In simulation, the standard CCITT H.2G1 video CODEC was implemented. With 

slight modification of its structure, the proposed algorithms can be incorporated into 

the CODEC to provide high performance in both compression efficiency and packet 

loss recover3\ 

One important advantage of these algorithms is that they occupy only a tiny band

width on priority channels. Unlike most algorithms developed in the past [4] - [7j 

which put important compressed video data into priority channels, these algorithms 

use priority channels only to transmit headers of the CCITT H.261. Normally, the 
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size of headers is much smaller than the size of compressed video data. Therefore, the 

bandwidth occupation in priority channels can be reduced by using the proposed al

gorithms for error concealment. Priority channels can be provided by either networks 

or algorithms [7|. No matter how they are implemented, the bandwidth occupation in 

priority channels should be reduced as much as possible so that the costs of networks 

can be reduced and their efficiency can be improved. 

The other advantage of these algorithms is that blocking effects can be easily 

removed. These algorithms use 9x9 discrete cosine transform (DCT) blocks, with 

a one pixel overlap structure as the transform code. It is well known that this 

structure can efficiently remove most blocking effects [8]. Section .3.3 will provide a 

mathematical analysis of this phenomenon. 

1.3 Dissertation Outline 

The remainder of this dissertation will be presented as follows. Chapter 2 reviews 

selected previous work on error concealment for packet video. In the last decade, 

hundreds of algorithms have been proposed. They can be categorized into several 

groups according to their approaches. Selected algorithms from each group will be 

be discussed, and their structures, performance, and limitations will be described 

briefly. 

In Chapter 3, a CCITT H.261 based CODEC structure will be proposed. It will 

use 9x9 DCT blocks with 1 pixel overlap rather than the standard 8x8 DCT. This is 
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the common system structure being used for both of the error concealment algoritlims 

proposed here. In general, the block overlap structure may reduce CODEC perfor

mance in compression ratio, however, experimental results show- that this decrease is 

almost negligible. The performance comparison of PSNR v^ersus compression ratio 

will also be given. 

Our error concealment algorithm based on the LS method will be introduced 

in Chapter 4. Several different regularization methods will also be discussed. .A. 

performance comparison of the LS based Ma.ximally Smooth algorithm [9] and the 

proposed LS based algorithm will be included at the end of the chapter. 

In Chapter o, the proposed POCS based error concealment algorithm will be dis

cussed in detail. The definition of convex sets and their projections will also be 

introduced, as three different kinds of convex sets are defined in the proposed algo

rithm. The detailed mathematical proofs of these conve.x sets and their projections 

will also be given. At the end of the chapter, a performance comparison between the 

LS based algorithms and POCS based algorithms will be given. 

Chapter 6 will summarize the two error concealment algorithms. The advantages 

and limitations of the algorithms will be briefly discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 

Review of Previous Work on Error Concealment for Packet 

Video 

In the last decade, several video data recovery/error concealment algorithms were 

developed for packet video transmission over packet switching networks. Basically, 

they can be categorized into several groups according to their approaches. The typical 

algorithms for each group are selected to be discussed in the following sections. Brief 

descriptions in their structures, advantages, and limitations are also given. 

2.1 Error Correction Coding 

Error correction coding is a traditional way to protect data and is widely used 

today. There are at least two types of error correction codes used for packet video 

communication. The first type uses an error correction code to protect the whole 

cell/packet [7]. Figure 2.1 shows the data arrangement of this approach. 

Video data cells may be visualized as a N x M matrix.^ Then. M parity-check 

cells are inserted in the {N + I)"' row for error correction. The method of this 

'The matrix structure of the cell arrangement does not actually exist but this aids in demon
strating the usage of an error correction code. 
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M cells 

M 

1 

2 

N+1 cells 

N 

N+1 

M parity-check cells per NM information cells 

Figxire 2.1: Structured cell matrix using error correction code. 

approach is quite simple. Assuming there is a cell loss, it can be determined which 

cell is lost according to the header.'^ Then, the lost cell can be reconstructed from 

the corresponding parity-check cell in the {N + 1)"* row. 

This algorithm has the limitation that it can not work if more than one cell is lost 

in the same column. More powerful codes can correct for more than one lost cell, but 

at the cost of more parity cells. 

Error correction codes are developed to specifically recover exact data. However, 

this may not be necessar}* for video data. For instance, if lost DCT coefficients in 

a packet video can be estimated very accurately, human eyes may not sense any 

degradation in quality of the decoded video. 

'Normally, packet switching networks insert some sequential numbers to perform synchronization. 
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\rtrtnn - Source . FEC _ Bit . Packet . to 
viaeo Encoder Encoder Interleaver Assembler Networks 

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of Forward Error Correction Encoder with Interleaving. 

Figure 2.2 sliows the block diagram of the second type of error correction code 

for packet video. Any video encoder with a good compression ratio can be used for 

the source encoder block in Figure 2.2. Then, the compressed video data is further 

encoded in the next block, the Forward Error Correction Encoder (FEC). Up to this 

stage, the bit errors in the processed data can still be recovered. However, the goal 

is to recover lost packets not bit errors. Therefore, a Bit Interleaver is inserted in the 

system to split a segment of data into several different cells. In this way, a cell/packet 

loss is equivalent to bit errors in some segments of video data and can be recovered 

by a Forward Error Correction Decoder. 

In addition to the previously mentioned limitation common to error correction 

codes, this approach may generate a long processing delay due to bit interleaving. To 

combat groups of packet losses due to network congestion, high order bit interleaving, 

which normally generates a long processing delay, may not be avoided. 

Fonvard error correction codes are good to protect essential data such as the 

headers of CCITT H.261 or MPEG. Because headers consist of information about 

how to decode the compressed packet video, any of error in the header of CODECS 



may cause fail use of the whole decoding process until the next synchronous header 

arrives.'^ 

2.2 Leaky Prediction 

With a leaking factor in the prediction feedback loop, differential CODECs can 

be automatically resynchronized when errors occur during data transmission. The 

typical example of this approach is DPCM with leaky prediction as shown in Figure 

2.3. 

Video - • • " Q • ~ Channel 

Where 

Q : Quantizer 

Z : One image frame delay 

Channel — Q ' j - - Video 

" Z * 

a 

(B) 

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a simple DPCM with leaky prediction. (A) encoder and 
(B) decoder. 

'The synchronous header normally is a unique pattern which can be identified easily. Both 
MPEG and H.261 define such headers. 
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Assuming that errors occur during data transmission over channels, the leaky 

prediction in Figure 2.3 can control the error propagation effects. Without considering 

the effect of the quantization noise, the decoder is simply an AR (Auto Regression) 

filter. The z-transform of its transfer function can be written as 

m = T—!-rr (2-1) 

If a data loss occurs at n = 0, then the generated error signal, e(n). can be derived 

by an inverse z-transform as shown in the following equations 

e ( n )  =  Z - ' { F ( z } - s }  

-

=  a " . c  ( 2 . 2 )  

where £ denotes the error generated by the data loss at n = 0. If we choose the 

leaking factor, a . to be a positive real number smaller than 1, then e(n) —> 0 when 

n —> oo. For the special case, o = 1. the encoder/decoder system reduces to a 

simple DPCjM without leaky prediction, and e(n) = c for any n > 0. In this case, 

the error propagates forever. 

Interframe differential coding for video is similar to the simple DPCM. For the 

video case. £ becomes a two dimensional image block at n = 0 and e{n] becomes a 

two dimensional sequential noise block generated by the data loss at n = 0. Then, all 

the results in DPCM are also true for the differential coding of video. If we choose 

a to be smaller than 1 for the video coder, any noise generated by the data loss can 



be suppressed by the factor a", and eventually the encoder and the decoder for video 

can be resynchronized. 

Without leaky prediction (which is equivalent to the case a = 1). all the errors 

propagate through the following image frames. For the case of interframe coding 

with motion compensation, the errors not only propagate to their following blocks 

but also spread to neighboring blocks. 

Leaky prediction is a good approach for effectively handling errors, but the com

pression ratio of the coder decreases. It has been shown that the decrease in the 

compression ratio is almost negligible when a = 0.95 [10]. However, our experiments 

show that the transition period of error recovery* can be more than 20 image frames. 

Within this period, the decompressed video ciuality can be quite poor. 

2.3 Prioritized Packet Handling 

Suppose that packet video can be divided into two parts, one containing essen

tial information by which compressed video can be decompressed with acceptable 

video quality, the other containing enhancement information which can improve the 

decompressed video quality. Then, the natural way to handle cell/packet loss is to 

assign a higher priority to the essential part and lower priority to the other. As long 

as there is no data loss in the essential part, the decompressed video is guaranteed 

to have acceptable quality. 
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Second Layer 
Coder 

Enhancement 
Packets 

Base Layer 
Deoder 

Guaranteed 
Packets 

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of a two-layer coder. 

Figure 2.4 shows the general block diagram for two-layer coders. The Base Layer 

Coder in the figure can be implemented in several different ways [4] - [7]. One 

way uses CCITT H.261 coder as a base layer coder with a simple DCT coder as 

the second layer coder [4]. If no data is lost in the base layer, the decoder can 

always decompress video with acceptable quality. Combined with the second layer 

information, the decompressed video can be of very high quality. 

Another way to implement the Base Layer Coder in Figure 2.4 is to partition the 

DCT coefficients into two parts, one containing low frequency DCT coefficients, the 

other containing high frequency coefficients [7]. Because human eves are nuich more 

sensitive to low frequency data loss, the low frequency DCT coefficients are transmit

ted through priority channels. If channel congestion occurs, the high frequency DCT 

coefficients are discarded. As long as low frequency DCT coefficients are guaranteed 

to be received by the decoder, decoded video of acceptable quality is assured. 

To prevent error propagation effects, all 2-layer CODECs perform interframe pro

cesses only in their base layer. This results in a decrease in the compression code 

gain. Furthermore, since much video data is transmitted through priority channels, 

the need of a large bandwidth on priority channels may not be avoided. 
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Although the 2-layer CODECs have many limitations, they are known to be good 

solutions for packet video communication. After intensive investigation in their error 

concealment performance, the 2-layer structure was eventually adopted in the stan

dard video CODEC for MPEG-2 [11]. MPEG-2 defined 4 types of scalable extensions 

to support a variety of 2-layer CODECs. 

2.4 Least Squares Method with Maximally Smooth Criterion 

By taking advantage of video characteristics, the Least Squares method. LS. with 

Maximally Smooth Criterion provides robust packet/cell loss recovery with ver}' little 

overhead information [12][9]. In a manner similar to the 2-la3-er CODEC structure, it 

splits DCT coefficients into 2 or more layers. If lost packets consist of high frequency 

DCT coefficients, they would simply be replaced by zeros. This results in the decoded 

video being slightly blurry. However, if any low frequency DCT coefficients are lost, 

they will be estimated by the LS method. 

The LS method tries to estimate all lost DCT coefficients by a set of linear equa

tions. Because DCT is a linear transform, the pLxel intensities on an image frame 

can be represented as a linear combination of DCT coefficients by 

fm = m = 0.1. 1. (2..3) 

where N is the number of pixels in a block. tm,k for m. k G [0. N — 1] are constants, and 

fm and Qfc indicate the intensity and DCT coefficients of an image block, respectively. 
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Figure 2.5: Iliiistration of smoothing constraints: an arrow between two samples 
means that the difference between these two samples occurs in the smoothness mea
sure, (A) Smoothing constraint imposed only on the boundarj-, and (B) Smoothing 
constraint imposed on each sample in the direction toward its nearest boundary. 

Although the image pixels and DCT coefficients are two dimensional matrices, they 

are rearranged into 1 dimensional vectors in Equation 2.3 for notational convenience. 

Now. if some or all of the are lost during data transmission, then 

frn — y ] im.k^k "t" ^ ^ ^m.k^^k (2-"l) 
k e R  k e L  

where R is the set of received coefficients, and L is the set of lost coefficients. Then, 

the problem of error recovery is to estimate ojt for k £ L under some constraints on 

fm- In [12]. two different cost functions were used to form the constraints. 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the two cost functions defined in [12]. The first cost function 

was defined as the sum of square differences of intensities across the boundaries of 

a lost block, indicated as an arrow in Figure 2.5(A). With this cost function, the 

estimation of the lost DCT coefficients is equivalent to finding the least squares 

solution so that the pairs of pixels across the boundaries have the same intensity. It 
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can estimate at most 32 lost DCT coefficients if tlie damaged block is surrounded by 

uncorrupted blocks. 

Blocking effects are known as serious problems for DCT based CODECs. especially 

those which use large quantization step sizes to obtain high compression ratios. In this 

case, the LS method cannot make a good estimation because of the discontinuities 

across block boundaries. Additionally, the assumption that adjacent pixels have 

similar intensities may not be true. In Chapter 4. we will show the "Football" video 

in which there are many adjacent pixels having very sharp changes in intensity. 

The second cost function is illustrated in Figure 2.5(B). It make the same as

sumption of smooth transitions not only on the boundaries of lost blocks, but also 

on all other pixels in the lost blocks. With more constraints on the spatial domain, 

the recover}' results are less sensitive to quantization noise and video characteristics. 

Due to the usage of these smoothing assumptions, the recovered blocks can become 

blurry. 

Even when the LS method with maximally smooth criterion has good error con

cealment results for a damaged image frame, the error propagation effects may not 

be removed by this method. When adjacent blocks of lost blocks are also corrupted, 

the error propagation problem is very serious. The effects of this propagation will bo 

shown in Chapter 5. 



2.5 Projections onto Convex Sets 

Projections onto Convex Sets, POCS. was successfully used for image restoration 

a decade ago [13] [14]. Recently, the POCS approach has been specifically applied 

to perform error concealment for transform coded images and videos [15]. All POCS 

applications are all based on the following remarkable theorem [16] [13]. 

Theorem 2.5.1 Let C be the intersection of m convex sets Ci, C2, • • • • Cm- Then 

the iteration 

=  { P y P 2 - - - P m ) v i '  

will converge to C from all starting points, as k —)• oc. where Pi is a nonexpansive 

projection operator onto convex set C,-. Also, if C is empty (there is no intersection), 

then the iteration will have no limit point. 

The key issues in POCS approaches are the convex sets and their projections. 

According to Theorem 2.5.1. the intersection of the selected convex sets should not 

be empty. Second, the projection for each convex set should be found. However, 

some projections of convex sets are too complicated to be found. 

Although Theorem 2.5.1 guarantees that the projection process eventually con

verge to one element in the intersection set. the final result may not be useful if the 

size of the intersection set is too big. For instance, if the intersection set is the whole 

sample space, the POCS will not change any initial vector at all. 
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Figure 2.6: Adaptive POCS iterative restoration process. 

There were two types of convex sets used in [15] which can be expressed as 

is shown in Figure 2.6, which presents the block diagram of the POCS based error 

concealment algorithm [15]. 

Suppose that a lost block is surrounded b\^ undamaged blocks. Then, all nine 

blocks are transformed to the Fourier domain by a ZN x 3iV FFT. where it is assunieci 

that the size of each block is N x N. The Block Classifier in Figure 2.6 determines 

the type of the 9 blocks. .According to their type, some FFT coefficients are set to 

zero. For instance, if those blocks are classified as monotone type, all high frequence-

coefficients are set to zero. If the blocks are classified as edge type along a specific 

direction, some corresponding FFT coefficients are set to zero. These operations are 

Ci = (x G R" : X i  =  k i ,  i  G 1} (2.5) 

C 2  =  { x G C " : [ T 4  =  e , - , 2 e I }  (2.6) 

where x,- is the component of vector x. The reasons for choosing those convex sets 
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performed in tlie Adaptive Filter. The modification of FFT coefficients is simply the 

projection operation onto convex set, C2. 

After the modification of FFT coefficients, a 3iV x 3iV Inverse FFT transforms all 

coefficients back to the spatial domain. Because it is assumed that the lost block is 

surrounded by undamaged blocks, all surrounding blocks, indicated as shadow blocks 

in Figure 2.6, are replaced by correct data. The operation itself is the projection onto 

convex set. C^. 

According to Theorem 2.5.1, alternating projections onto Ci and C-i can lead 

to good lost block estimation. However, there are some critical problems in this 

approach. For example, if some surrounding blocks are damaged, the Block Classifier 

and Adaptive Filter may not work accurately. It may result in the wrong projections 

onto convex set Co- This problem was clearly described in [15]. 

2.6 Other approaches 

Other approaches we have not introduced include LOT (Lapped Orthogonal Trans

form), VQ (vector quantization), and Wavelets. Because we focus on error conceal

ment for DCT based packet video, all approaches developed for other types of packet 

video, which have no relation to our research, are skipped in this dissertation. 



CHAPTER 3 

System Structure 

In general, the proposed error recover^' algorithms can work with most block 

transform coders including MPEG/MPEG-2 with little modification. To demonstrate 

these algorithms. GCITT H.261 was chosen as the fundamental coder for its simple 

structure and high compression performance. 

3.1 System Overview 

Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the video CODEC when using inter-frame 

processing mode. The system is used for both our LS based algorithm and POCS 

based algorithm. Because of the need for information from multiple image frames to 

perform error concealment, more delay units are added to the decoder when using 

the POCS based algorithm. The block diagram of the modified decoder will be given 

in Chapter 5. 

The major differences between the system being used and the standard CCITT 

H.261 CODEC lie in the DCT and the .Average Processors. The .Average Processor, 

indicated as A\' in Figure 3.1. performs averaging operations in all overlapping areas. 
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of modified H.261 with error recovery. 
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This process not only increases performance in PSNR, but also decreases blocking 

effects, i'he following sub-sections discuss these effects in detail. 

The other major difference is the size of the DCT. To maintain the CCITT H.261 

hierarchy structure and a 1 pixel overlap between blocks, a 9 x 9 DCT is adopted as 

the fundamental transform. The details will be discussed in Section 3.1.3. 

To improve the error concealment performance, some other modifications of the 

CCITT H.261 are needed. These include block interleaving and data partitioning. 

The purpose of this is to limit the patterns of the damaged areas to pre-designed 

shapes. This allows specific error concealment to be used for specific damaged pat

terns. 

3.1.1 Block Interleaving 

CCITT H.261 uses a 4 layer hierarchy structure for video data arrangement. They 

are the Picture layer. Group of Blocks (GOB) layer. Macro Block (MB) layer, and 

Block layer. Figure 3.2 shows the original CCITT H.261 data arrangement in the 

GOB and MB layers. As shown there, each GOB contains 33 MBs. while each MB 

contains the luminance and chrominance components of 4 blocks. The chrominance 

information of the 4 blocks is subsampled to create one U and V block for each 4 

image blocks. 

To improve error concealment performance, we break the GOB and MB layers 

and rearrange the data into 5 groups as shown in Table 3.1. The headers included in 
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the 5"* group are merged with other headers in the Picture layer. This arrangement 

guarantees that all blocks in a group lie in a "checker board" pattern, so that lost 

blocks will be surrounded by undamaged blocks if the missing blocks are all in one 

group. 

1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  1 1  
. . . . . .  Y 1  Y 2  

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 " U V 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 Y3 Y4 

(A) (B) 

Figure 3.2: Data arrangement defined in CCITT H.261 in (A) GOB layer, and (B) 
MB layer. 

Group # Elements in the group 

I All YI. Y4 blocks in one GOB 
2 All Y2. Y3 blocks in one GOB 
3 All U blocks of odd numbered macro-blocks and all V blocks of 

even numbered macro-blocks in one GOB 
4 All U blocks of even numbered macro-blocks and all V blocks of 

odd numbered macro-blocks in one GOB 
5 Header information of H.261 

Table 3.1: Data arrangement used in proposed CODECs. 

3.1.2 DCT data partition 

DCT data partition is a common approach for packet video error concealment 

[12][9][3][7][11]. The partition method adopted for use is shown in Figure 3.3. .A.11 

DCT coefficient blocks are split into two parts. The fixed break point is chosen so 

that there will be roughly balanced data sizes between low freciuency part and high 

frequency part. 
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Figure 3.3: DCT coefficients are split into two parts by a fixed break point. 

Block B 
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Figure 3.4: Three adjacent 9x9 blocks with one pixel overlap. 

3.1.3 9x9 DCT with 1 pixel overlap 

The size of DCT blocks used in the proposed CODECs is different from that in 

the CCITT H.261. A 9 x 9 DCT with a one pixel overlap will be used rather than 

an 8 X 8 DCT. Figure 3.4 depicts the overlap structure. In Chapters 4 and 5. we will 

show that the performance of block loss recovery/error concealment is dramatically 

improved with the one pixel overlap structure. 
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Figure 3.5: Flow graph of a .3-point FFT. 

Fast algorithms exist to implement a 9 x 9 DCT. One way is to implement a 

Radix-3 FFT and then use it to implement the 9x9 DCT [17|. The implementation 

of the Radix-3 FFT can be found in [18][19]. Its basic unit, the butterfly, is given in 

Figure 3.5. 

3.2 Decrease in Compression Performance 

All modifications on the CCITT H.261. including block interleaving, DCT data 

partition, and 1 pixel overlap, result in a decrease in the compression performance. 

However, this decrease is almost negligible. 

The compression performance degradation caused by block interleaving is only 

on the codes for motion vectors. In the CCITT H.261 recommendation, the motion 

vectors are encoded by a differential code plus an entropy code. Since it generally 
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reduces the correlation between motion vectors, the block interleaving operation re

sults in a decrease of the coding gain. Because the codes for motion vectors occupy 

a ver>* small portion of all the video codes, the difference is negligible. 

DCT data partitioning requires extra bits to provide information for the decoder 

to isolate the low and high frequency parts. \V"e append the EOB code (end of block) 

as defined in the original CCITT H.261 to the end of the low frequency part of each 

block. This generates at most two extra bits for each macro block.' Thus, the 

decrease in compression performance due to DCT data partition is also negligible. 

The overlap structure has the highest probability to result in a serious decrease 

in compression performance. The 9x9 blocks with 1 pixel overlap between blocks 

increases the number of DCT coefficients to be coded by around 26.6% (|^ — 1 

= 26.6%). Theoretically, it may result in a serious decrease in the compression 

performance. However, the extra DCT coefficients are of low variance and cost only 

a small number of bits to code. Also, averaging operations on the overlapped areas 

can increase the PSNR. This effect can be explained as follows. 

Suppose there are two pixels (xi and X2) overlapping each other with error inten

sities <71 and 92- The error intensity after these two pixels are averaged is 

.r 1 -I- X2 
q = X 
' 2 

.r -f- + X + 72 
= 2 

'The code for EOB is "10" in binarj- format. If the inserted EOB code does not break any zero 
run. the number of extra bits needed for the macro block is exactly 2. If the code breaks any zero 
run. the size of tlie first run-length code in the high frequency part will decrea.se. Thus, the extra 
bits needed are less than 2. 
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gl + g2 
2 

Thus, the variance of the error after averaging can be calculated as 

T- - • rar(gi) + - • Var(q2) 

i • \'nr(q) 

where we assume that qi and (72 are independent and identical random variables with 

zero mean and variance Var(q). From this equation, it is clear that the averaging 

o p e r a t i o n s  c a n  s u p p r e s s  n o i s e  p o w e r .  A s s u m i n g  a  n o i s e  v a r i a n c e  o f  q  i n  t h e  9 x 9  

blocks, the total noise power in an 8 x 8 block after averaging the overlapped pixels 

can be computed as follows. Within a displayable 8x8 block, there are 49 pixels 

without any overlapping pixels from other blocks. 14 pixels having 1 overlapping 

pixel, and 1 pixel having 3 overlapping pixels. Thus, the total noise power of the 

8x8 block is 

i.e.. the PSNR can be improved by 0.63 dB when using the same quantization step 

size for the overlap coder. The result shows that the averaging operations compensate 

for the decrease in compression ratio dramatically. 

49 • \  ' a r { q )  + 14 • - • \  ' a r { q )  +  -  •  \  ' a r { q )  = 56.25 \ ' a r { q )  

Therefore, the increase in PSNR by the averaging operation is 
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Figure 3.6: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Miss America." 

Tliree real videos, "Football." "Miss America." and "Table Tennis." are used to 

evaluate the compression performance of the coder with block overlap. The results 

are shown in Figures 3.G-3.8. 

According to the results shown in the figures, the decrease in compression ratio is 

not very serious. As previously discussed, the block overlap structure increases both 

the compression video size and the PSNR. If the video has a slow PSNR decrease 

when the compression ratio is raised,^ the overlap structure can actually provide 

an improvement in performance. The "Miss America" video is an example of this. 

On the other hand, if the PSNR decreases very fast when its compression ratio is 

increased, then the overlap structure results in worse performance compared with 

"The video compression ratio can be raised by increasing the quantization .step size. 

MISS America (No data loss) 

No overiap 
Overlap; No average 

Overiap; Average on decoder 
Overlap; Average on encoder and decoder 
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Figure 3.7: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for 'Football." 
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Figure 3.8: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis." 



the non-overlap structure. This is the case for the "Table Tennis" video at low 

compression ratio. In general, the performance difference is fairly small. 

3.3 Blocking Effect Removal 

As discussed in the previous section, the quantization error on the overlap area can 

be suppressed by averaging operations. This results in more accurate pLxel intensities 

along the boundaries of blocks. Therefore, the blocking effects are reduced. To 

demonstrate the blocking effect suppression, we encode the "Miss America" video by 

non-overlapped and overlapped coders. Both use a fixed quantization step size of 48 

to quantize all AC coefficients. Experimental results show that the two coders have 

very similar compression ratios, one being 221.10 to 1. the other being 216.77 to 1. 

The difference is within 2%. which makes the comparison of the performance very 

reasonable. 

Figure .3.9(a) shows one frame of the video, coded without block overlap. Figure 

3.9(b) shows the same frame coded by the overlapped coder. It is clear that the 

blocking effects are almost completely suppressed when overlapped coding is used. 

3.4 Packet izat ion 

Each group, as defined in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, is packetized separately. The 

Group of Block Start Code (GBSC)"^ is used to indicate the beginning of a GOB. 

^GBSC is defined in CCITT H.261 recommendation. Its binary format is "0000 0000 0000 0001." 
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(b) 

Figure 3.9: "Miss America" video — (a) encoded/decoded by the coder without 
overlap, and (b) encoded/decoded by the coder using one pixel overlap. 
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Following that. 3 bits are appended to identify the type of group. Combined with 

sequence control from networks, this simple header is enough to provide synchroniza

tion among each group. 

As discussed previously, all packets containing original CCITT H.261 headers need 

to be protected. These headers contain many coding options given by the original 

recommendation. Without correct headers, the decoder will lose synchronization. 

Headers can be protected in several ways, such as using priority transmission, or 

error correction coding. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LS Based Error Concealment Algorithm for Packet Video 

As discussed in Section 2.4, the maximally smooth method is a powerful approach 

to mitigate the effects of packet loss in video codecs. This method estimates the DCT 

coefficients of the lost block by maximizing the smoothness of the block boundaries 

between received blocks and lost blocks. For many video sequences, this scheme pro

vides excellent recovery of lost blocks. However, this scheme may fail when operated 

at high compression ratios or when the ndeo has some defects. In these cases, the 

smooth boundary' criterion may not make sense and may result in poor recover\\ One 

example is the "Football" video, which will be illustrated in Section 4.3. 

The mathematical foundation of the proposed method is similar to that used by 

the maximally smooth algorithm. However, instead of using the maximally smooth 

assumption on block boundaries, the DCT is performed on each block with a one-

pixel overlap. Then, the lost DCT coefficients can be estimated by a set of linear 

system equations. Because there are no assumptions about block boundaries, this 

method works well for most videos, even at high compression ratios. 
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Section 4.1 will siiow the algorithm for lost block recovery. Section 4.2 will give 

a recursive algorithm which is needed for some error patterns. Experimental results 

and performance comparisons with the algorithm proposed in [12] will be given in 

Section 4.3. The last section in this chapter will summarize the advantages and 

limitations of the proposed LS based algorithm. 

4.1 Lost Block Recovery 

Let and cjt indicate the intensities and transformed coefficients of a (9x9) image 

block, respectively, arranged in one-dimensional vector in any order. The purpose of 

this one-dimensional format is to facilitate the description of the algorithm. Given 

the ordering of the one-dimensional vectors, a unitarj^ transform can be formulated 

by 

A-= 0. l.---.iV-1. 

fm = m = 0,1. 1. (4.1) 

where N = 81 is the number of pixels in a block. Let dk be the quantized value of 

Cfc, and fm be the reconstructed intensities. Suppose that some or all of the df. are 

lost during data transmission. Then, 

f m  =  i m . k ^ k  +  ̂  ̂m . k ^ k  ( ^ - 2 )  
k € R  k e L  

where R  is the set of received coefficients and L  is the set of lost coefficients. The 

p rob lem o f  e r ro r  r ecove ry  i s  t o  e s t ima te  d k  fo r  k  €  L .  
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With the one-pixel overlapped transform, the boundary pixel intensities of each 

block are stored in the block to be processed and its neighboring blocks so that if 

a lost block (B) is surrounded by undamaged blocks, the boundary- pixels can be 

retrieved from neighboring blocks. Then, the lost coefficients. Ofc for k E L. can be 

estimated by minimizing 

4 i f e A - € £ )  =  ( / „ - / „ ) '  ( 4 . 3 )  

where 

Be the subset of B containing only the pixels on the boundary of a block, 

dfc the estimation of coefficients, d^. 

f m  the boundary pixel intensities reconstructed using the received coeffi

c i en t s  {d fc  :  k  E  R }  and  the  e s t ima ted  coe f f i c i en t s  {d t  :  k  ^  L } .  

L the boundary- pixel intensities stored in neighboring blocks. 

For the 9x9 DCT. there are 32 pixels on the boundary of a block, so that the 

minimization of in Equation 4.3 can solve up to 32 unknown variables: i.e.. it can 

estimate up to 32 lost DCT coefficients.' Normally, it is enough to reconstruct a lost 

block with acceptable quality after estimating only the lowest 15 DCT coefficients. If 

more than 32 or close to 32 DCT coefficients need to be estimated, new cost functions 

including additional constraints can be used to replace This is known as the linear 

regularization method [20]. 

'The actual maximal number of coefficients which can be estimated may be less than 32. It 
depends on the rank of the transform matrix, which will be introduced later. 
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In our algorithm, two cost functions with linear regularization are defined as 

k e  L )  =  i f r n  -  f r n f  +  Y ,  
m e B f  k e t -

and 

$ 3 ( a f c ;  k  e  L )  =  5 ]  { f m  -  I m ?  +  I V  Y ,  i f m  ~  f r n ' f  (4.5) 
m^Br (r7i.m')€Si 

where w is a constant weighting factor and 5,- is a set containing ordered index 

pairs indicated by arrows in Figure 2.5(B). $2 and $3 can be considered as the 

regularized by smoothing functions in the temporal domain and spatial domains, 

respectively [9].'- The drawback of using smoothing functions for regularization is 

that it adds an effect equivalent to a low pass filtering. In other words, the recovered 

video may be blurr\'. To reduce the smoothing effect, the smoothing weight factor. 

w. in Equation 4.4 and 4.5 is chosen as a positive real number which is close to 0. 

The estimation of the lost transform coefficients. Ofc. by minimizing $1. or $3 is 

a typical least square estimation problem. It can be solved by standard mathematical 

approaches. 

Let f, f. and f be vectors consisting of f m  •  f m -  and f m ,  for m  E  B e  respectively. 

Then. Equation 4.3 can be rewritten as 

$i(d,:A:GL) = \ \ i - W  

"The linear combination of $2 and $3 can also be used as a new cost function. The choicc 
depends on the %-ideo characteristics. 



= II H Vfcfijt + + p - flp 
k e L  k e R  

= ||V,az.+V„aH + p-f||2 (4.6) 

where 

SiL the vector whose elements are dfc. for k  6 L .  

k f i  the vector whose elements are 5^, for k  E  R .  

Vfc the basis vector of the transform code on the boundary- of a block corre

sponding to Ofc. 

p the vector whose elements are the interframe prediction intensities of the 

pixels in Be- For intraframe processing mode, the vector becomes a zero 

vector. 

V a  the matrix whose column vectors are v^. for k  6 R .  

Y I the matrix whose column vectors are v^.. for k  €  L .  

Then, the solution of a^, which minimizes is equal to the least square estimation 

of in the following equation 

V^a/: = f-p - V^a/i (4.7) 

The least square approximation of a^, can be calculated by the normal equation 

[21] as 

V]:Vtat=V[(f-p-V„a„) 
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or 

a/. = (V[V^)- . V[ • (f - p - V„a«) (4.8) 

Equation 4.8 is the formula to be used for the block recoverj- algorithm when choosing 

as the cost function. To find the similar results when choosing $2 or $3 as the 

cost function, we can define 

$,(ai) = $i(ac) + u;(|X,az; - y,|f^ (4.9) 

for i = 2.3. From Equation 4.4 and 4.5. X2, X 3 ,  yj, and for $2 and $3 can be 

defined as 

X2 = I 

72 = 0 

X 3  =  D T t  

7 3  =  - D - ( p b +  T R - a R )  ( 4 . 1 0 )  

where 

Pb the vector wiiose elements are the intensities of the intra-frame prediction 

block. 

T i  the transform matrix whose column vectors are the DCT bases for h k .  k  E  L  

T r  t he  t r ans fo rm ma t r ix  whose  co lumn  vec to r s  a r e  t he  DCT bases  fo r  a k . k  ^  R  
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D a square matrix whose element at the row and the y"* column, dij is 

defined as 

1 : i  =  j  

=  {  - 1  :  ( i . j ) £ B i  

0 : otherwise 

The set Bi is defined on Page 51. 

According to Equation 4.9, the solution of to minimize is equal to the least 

square estimation of a^, in 

V, f-p - V^aR 
= (4.11) 

1 

to
 

" 

The least square estimation can be calculated by the normal equation as 

[V[ 
Vt 

at = (Vj 
f- p - VflaR 

[V[V^+ iz;Xj"X.]a, = V[[f-p - Vfiafi] +/rXfy, (4.12) 

or 

at = [vrvi + »xrx,|-' (v[(f- p - V„a„l + wX]y) 

Substituting X,, y, by Equation 4.10. Equation 4.13 can be rewritten as 

(4.13) 

= [V[V, + w l ] - W [ [ { - p  -  V„a„] (4.14) 
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when choosing $2 as the cost function, and 

at = (ViVt + .oT[D''DTt|-' (vKf- p - VrSr I - u.T[D''D[pb + T„a„l) 

(4.15) 

when choosing $3 as the cost function. 

4.2 Iterative Calculation 

The estimation of lost coefficients, a^,. by Equation 4.8, 4.14. or 4.15 needs the 

pixel intensities on the boundary', f. to be available from neighboring blocks. However, 

in some cases the neighboring blocks of a lost block may also be corrupted. Then, f 

needs to be estimated. Iterative calculation is used to do the estimation. 

The way to perform an iterative calculation is to use corrupted pixel intensities 

on the boundary stored in neighboring blocks as f to calculate a^,. .A.fter completing 

one iteration, the algorithm recalculates all pixel intensities by the estimated a. This 

process is performed a specific number of times. .According to experimental results. 

10 iterations are enough to produce acceptable results. 

Without regularization, the lost coefficients estimation by may result in very 

noisy video. This makes it is useless for iterative calculations. On the other hand, the 

estimation when choosing $3 as the cost function can be used iteratively without any 

modification, since it tends to have smoothing operations not only on the boundary' 

but also inside the block. The disadvantage of using $3 is that the recovered videos 

are generally blurry. 
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With a simple modification, the lost coefficients estimated using $2 as the cost 

function can be used for iterative calculation. The cost function. needs to be 

modified as 

1 =1  

1=1 i=l 

= llVt&i"' + V„a„ + p<"-" - ?"-"f + It'll X;af||-' (4.10) 
i=l 

where the superscript "(n)"' denotes the n"* iteration, and 

p'"'" =P + V/,^ai;' (4.17) 
1=1 

In this formulation, is a "correction" to the DCT coefficients estimated in the 

previous iteration. Thus, the estimated DCT coefficients after n iterations are given 

by 

Ea't" (4.18) 
1=1 

Each time one iteration is completed, a residue image is generated using the "cor

rection coefficients," Then, the estimated image at the current iteration is 

constructed by combining the residue image and the estimated image at the previous 

iteration. After that, the estimated image at the current iteration is used to estimate 

the correction coefficients at the next iteration. The process continues until the cor

rection coefficients are approximately equal to zero. In this case, the estimated DCT 

coefficients, as shown in Formula 4.18. will be approximately unchanged. 
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The a'/l' which minimizes $2 at the iteration is equal to the least squares 

approximation in the following equation 

V, 
(4.19) 

Solving the normal equations, we can get the estimation formula as 

a't' = [ViVt + icI]-' ^V[ - pC-" - V„a„] + «,• "fj a? j (4.20) 

4.3 Experimental Results and Perfornaance Compfirison 

There are three videos "Football," "Miss America." and "Table Tennis." used 

for testing the performance of error concealment by four different algorithms: motion 

compensation block substitution (Method 1). Least Squares based Maximally Smooth 

algorithm without block overlap (Method 2) [12][9]. the proposed Least Square algo

rithm using block overlap and $2 as the regularization function (Method 3). and the 

proposed Least Squares based algorithm with block overlap using $3 as the regular

ization function (Method 4). 

Three error patterns are generated for testing error concealment performance. The 

first pattern drops all low frequency DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks (i.e.. Group 

# 1 of Table .3.1) throughout a whole image frame. The second pattern drops all (high 

and low frequency) DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks throughout the frame. The 

third pattern drops all low frequency DCT coefficients of all Y blocks (i.e.. Groups 1 
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and 2). With tliese specific error patterns, the advantages and shortcomings of the 

four algorithms can be revealed. 

Lost high frequency DCT coefficients are simply replaced by zeros. Since the 

temporal correlation of high frequency parts is relatively small, the error propagation 

effects caused by missing high frequency coefficients is almost invisible [9]. Therefore, 

the error patterns for testing the losses of high frequency DCT coefficients are not 

included in this dissertation.'^ 

The "Football" video is selected for the first subjective test. Figures 4.2-4.5 are 

the results when all low frequency coefficients of \T and Y4 blocks are lost.^ For 

comparison, the decoded video without any packet loss is shown in Figure 4.1. 

It is clear that the image frame in Figure 4.5 has the best error concealment 

performance in the subjective test. Because of its fast motion, the damaged video 

can not be concealed well using only motion vector compensated blocks (Method 1). 

Thus, serious blocking effects after concealment can be seen in Figure 4.2. Figure 4-3 

shows the results of the LS based Ma.\imally Smooth algorithm without block overlap 

(Method 2) [12][9]. The original (uncorrupted) video suffers from horizontal line 

artifacts which makes the smooth assumption of Method 2 inaccurate. The results 

of the proposed LS based method using $2 as the regularization function (Method 

3) are shown in Figure 4.4. This method intends to modify the low frequency DCT 

•^.\ccording to experimental results, zero substitution works well for all missing high frequency 
coefficients for all test videos. 

•'.\11 subjective test videos are compressed with quantization step size equal to 24. DCT coeffi
cients are dropped in the second frame, while the first frame is encoded by intra-mode processing. 
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coefficients as little as possible so that the pixel intensities on the overlapped areas 

are consistent. Compared to the results of Method 1. this method ettectiveiy reduces 

the discontinuities on the boundaries of blocks. However, the surfaces and edges of 

the player's legs in the resulting image are not as smooth as those in Figures 4.1 and 

4.5. Figure 4.5 shows the results of the proposed LS based linear regularization by 

(Method 4). Without any assumption on smooth conditions across block boundaries, 

this method successfully estimates the lost coefficients. This is done by maximizing 

both the consistency on overlapping pixels and smoothness inside estimated blocks. 

The major difference from Method 2 is that the proposed LS algorithm (Method 

4) uses the Maximally Smooth criteria only for regularization purposes. The LS 

estimation it uses is mainly on the consistency conditions of overlapping pixels. 

Figures 4.6-4.10 show the second subjective test using the video "Table Tennis." 

•Although the player's right hand and the ball have fast motion, most blocks in the 

video have high correlation in the temporal domain. Figure 4.7 and 4.9 show good 

concealment results using the motion compensation block substitution (.Method 1) 

and LS based algorithm with $2 regularization (Method 3). Linear regularization 

using $2 the cost function can be considered as LS based with maximally smooth 

criteria in the temporal domain. E.xperimental results show that it has good error 

concealment performance when the video has high correlation in temporal domain. 

Figures 4.8 and 4.10 show bad results in concealing errors by Method 2 and Method 

4. both using maximally smooth criteria in the spatial domain. In Figure 4.8. Method 
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2 tries to smooth all damaged blocks in the spatial domain, which results in poor 

quality on all areas containing sharp edges. The interesting thing is that the original 

video has a tiny black line on the left border of the image frame. The black line 

makes Method 2 completely fail in the area. Method 4 suffers from the same prob

lem as Method 2. However, without completely relying on the maximally smooth 

criteria, Method 4 provides much better performance in error concealment compared 

to Method 2. 

The third subjective test is shown in Figiires 4.11-4.14. In this video, all low 

frequency DCT coefficients of all Y blocks in the frame are dropped. LS based al

gorithms can only handle such error patterns by iterative calculation. However, the 

visible error propagation continues through several frames. That is caused by a linear 

dependency problem, which will be discusscd in the next section. 

Figures 4.15-4.2-3 show the objective results of the tests in terms of compression 

ratio vs. PSNR. The compression ratio is found by compressing .30 consecutive image 

frames of a given video into a single file. Each video is compressed by two different 

CODECs, one with block overlap and the other without block overlap. 7 different 

quantization step sizes, 8,16,24, • • •. 56, are used to provide different compression 

ratios. Then, some DCT coefficients of the compressed videos are dropped to generate 

3 different error patterns for the tests. Finally, the damaged videos are decoded and 

error concealed by the 4 different algorithms. 
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In some figures, the concealed results are better than those without packet loss. 

This occurs because of the performance difference between the coders with block over

lap and without block overlap. The block overlap structure has better performance in 

PSNR for some videos, as discussed in a previous section. The videos without packet 

loss are created by standard CCITT H.261'' without block overlap. The performance 

difference between the overlap and non-overlap structures is ver\' recognizable in the 

video "Miss .-Vmerica." 

''Because a leaky predictor with a = 0.95 is used, the coder in the experiments is not really the 
standard CCITT H.26I since there is no leaky predictor in its recommendation. 



Figure 4.1: The decompressed "Football" without any packet loss. 

Figure 4.2: The result of Method 1 from "Football" video missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.3: The result of Method 2 from "Football" video missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Yl and Y4 blocks. 

Figure 4.4: The result of Method 3 from "Football" video missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Yl and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.5: The result of Method 4 from "Football" video missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 

Figure 4.6: The decompressed "Table Tennis" without any packet loss. 
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Figure 4.7: The result of Method 1 from "Table Tennis" video missing all low fre
quency DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 

Figure 4.8: The result of Method 2 from "Table Tennis" video missing all low fre
quency DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 



Figure 4.9: The result of Method 3 from "Table Tennis" video missing all low 
quency DCT coefficients of Yl and Y4 blocks. 

Figure 4.10: The result of Method 4 from "Table Tennis" video missing all 
frequency DCT coefficients of Yl and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.11; Three consecutive image frames decoded by CCITT H.261 decoder. The 
first frame loses all low frequency parts of all Y blocks in the frame. The errors are 
concealed by Method 1. 
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Figure 4.12: Three consecutive image frames decoded by CCITT H.261 decoder. The 
first frame loses all low frequency parts of all Y blocks in the frame. The errors are 
concealed by Method 2. 
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Figure 4.13: Three consecutive image frames decoded by CCITT H.261 decoder. The 
first frame loses all low frequency parts of all Y blocks in the frame. The errors are 
concealed by Method 3. 
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Figure 4.14: Three consecutive image frames decoded by CCITT H.261 decoder. The 
first frame loses all low frequency parts of All Y blocks in the frame. The errors are 
concealed by Method 4. 
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Figure 4.15: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Miss America" missing ail low fre
quency DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.16: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for ''Football" missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.17: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis" missing all low fre
quency DCT coefficients of Y1 and V4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.18: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Miss America" missing all DCT 
coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.19: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Footbair missing all DCT coefficients 
of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.20; PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis" missing all DCT 

coefficients of Yl and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 4.21: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Miss America" missing all low fre
quency DCT coefficients of Y blocks. 
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Figure 4.22: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Footbair missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y blocks. 
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Figure 4.23: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis" missing all low fre
quency DOT coefficients of Y blocks. 
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Figure 4.24: Nine adjacent 5x5 DCT blocks with one pixel wide overlap. All 
numbered DCT coefficients are in low frequency part. 

4.4 Deficiency of Least Squares methods 

As the results in previous sections show, the LS method with overlapped structure 

is an effective way to perform error concealment for most packet losses which produce 

damaged blocks in a checker board pattern, if videos are packetized as shown in 

Section .3.4. all corrupted blocks are likely surrounded by undamaged blocks. In that 

case, our LS based algorithm can provide ver\' high quality in error concealment. 

If the blocks surrounding corrupted block are also corrupted, an iteration process is 

applied block by block as shown in Section 4.2. However, for some cases, LS methods 

may have bad performance in error concealment due to linear dependency problems. 

A simple example using 5x5 DCT blocks is given in Figure 4.24 to illustrate the 

problem. 

Suppose that all numbered DCT coefficients are lost. There are no solutions, or 

infinitely many solutions to satisfy all equality relations on the overlapped bound

aries. For instance, if a solution is found, we can get another solution by adding a 
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real number to all DC coefficients. In addition, adding a constant to the coefficients 

numbered 10, 13, and 16, with the same modification to coefficients 11. 14. and 17 

can maintain equality of boundaries in the horizontal direction. With relative modi

fications to coefficients numbered 1, 4, 7, 19, 22, and 25, all equalities on boundaries 

can be preserved. 

.According to the observations above, LS methods can only modify corrupted DCT 

coefficients to meet all boundary conditions. The results may be not good enough 

to prevent error propagation. For videos with fast motion, the error propagation 

concealed by LS methods may still be unpleasant to human eyes. An example can 

be found in Figures 4.11-4.14. 

The linear dependency problem is critical to all existing LS based error conceal

ment algorithms [22]. To overcome the problem, boundary- information from following 

frames needs to be used. However, motion compensated interframe processes make 

LS methods too complicated to be extended to adopt multi-frame overlap informa

tion. Thus, POCS becomes a better choice to solve the linear dependency problem. 

The resulting algorithm will be discussed in the next chapter. 

POCS can easily combine all equality relations on all boundaries over several 

image frames to do error concealment. With plenty of constraints. POCS can easily 

recover almost all lost DCT coefficients. The results will be given in Section -5.4. 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter proposed two LS based algorithms with block overlap structure using 

$2 or ^3 as the linear regularization function. $2 can be considered as a maximally 

smooth criteria in the temporal domain, while $3 can be considered as a maximally 

smooth criteria in the spatial domain. In Section 4.3, it is shown that some videos 

can be recovered better by using $2? and some are recovered better by using $3. 

The choice between <^2 and $3 depends on the video characteristics. In general, the 

concealment algorithm using $3 provides better quality in error concealment. 

The block ov'erlap structure was intensively discussed in this chapter. It was shown 

that the block overlap structure provides better performance in error concealment 

while not suffering too much performance degradation in compression ratio. 
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CHAPTER 5 

POCS Based Error Concealment Algorithm for Packet Video 

All algorithms in [12][9][15][22] use only information in the damaged frames to do 

error concealment. If the concealment quality is poor, visible errors will propagate 

for several frames. Although errors in a damaged frame can be concealed by the LS 

based methods so that all boundaries of damaged blocks are smoothly connected to 

their neighboring blocks, several of the following frames may still be corrupted by 

the error propagation effects. We will show the effects of using LS based methods in 

Section 5.4. 

The proposed Projections onto Convex Sets (POCS) based algorithm uses redun

dancy information from the damaged frame and the following frames to conceal errors. 

Since more relations among pixels on the damaged frame can be generated, the POCS 

method can have consistently high performance in error concealment. According to 

experimental results shown in Section 5.4, the proposed algorithm can successfully 

eliminate most of the visible error propagation which LS based error concealment 

algorithms fail to do. 
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The next section will give the block diagram of the proposed algorithm. The 

convex sets and their projections used in the proposed algorithm will be introduced 

in Section 5.2. After that, the procedure of the proposed algorithm will be given. 

Section 5.4 will show error concealment results by the motion compensation block 

substitution method. LS based methods, and the proposed POCS based method. 

A brief summary of the proposed POCS based algorithm will be given in the final 

section of this chapter. 

5.1 Modified Structure for Multi-frame POCS Error Concealment 

The coding structure for the proposed POCS based algorithm is basically the same 

as that described in Chapter 3. except that it requires more frame buffers and delay 

units. The error concealment mainly happens in the decoder part. Figure 5.1 shows 

the block diagram of the decoder. 

This structure is based on the DPCM decoder except for the "Relation Generator." 

"POCS," and the four extra delay units. More delay units can provide better error 

concealment quality, but generate longer delay. The performance versus number of 

delay units used in the proposed algorithm will be given in Section 5.4. According to 

experimental results, even 1 delay unit can dramatically improve error concealment 

performance. 

The Convex Sets Generator in Figure 5.1 collects overlapped information from 

several frames to generate relations among pixels in the damaged frame. In Section 
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the decoder with multi-frame POCS error concealment. 

5.2, we will show that these relations can form convex sets. The Projector block 

in Figure 5.1 is only active for damaged frames. It iteratively projects all initial 

estimated DCT coefficients into several convex sets. Theoretically, the process will 

eventually converge to the intersection set if one exists. The number of iterations 

needed to reach convergence depends on the size of all the convex sets and actual 

data. According to experimental results, it may take as many as 200 iterations to 

reach convergence. 

5.2 Convex Sets and Their Projections 

The most important thing for using the POCS algorithm is to define appropriate 

convex sets and their projections. According to Theorem 2.5.1, POCS only guarantees 

that the iterative process can eventually converge to the intersection set of all convex 
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sets. In general, the smaller the intersection set is, the more accurate the estimation 

results will be. However, if the intersection set is empty, then the convergence of the 

iterative process can not be guaranteed. 

Not everj- projection of a convex set can be easily found. Without a feasible 

projection function, the convex set is useless. The key to use the POCS algorithm is 

to select convex sets and their projections correctly. 

5.2.1 Convex sets used in the proposed algorithm 

Three convex sets are defined in the POCS based algorithm. Their definition and 

projections will be discussed in details in the following sub-sections. 

5.2.1.1 Constraints on available DCT coefficients 

The set of all image blocks which (when transformed and quantized) yield a given 

set of values is a convex set [15]. The precise definition of this set is given by 

S i  =  { X  :  y i  =  a i  for every i  E  R }  

where A' = 

Xi 

r = 

.1/1 

Un 

Y is the DCT of X . and d i ,  R  are defined on Page 49. As discussed previously, two 

dimensional data are reordered into a one dimensional vector. 
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5.2.1.2 Constraints on overlapped pixels 

Consider an overlapped pixel pair and Xj^„) in the n"* frame following the 

damaged frame. ̂ Without data loss and quantization error, the intensity of each 

pixel should be equal to the other. The relation can be formulated as 

Qi .n ~ ̂ j.n Qj .n 

or 

+ • • • + 

= Q"xj.O + + • • • + a ° r j ,n - q j ,n 

where 

a The leaky factor used in interframe processing. 

of decompressed pixels (in the frame) whose 

relation can be generated by the overlapped pixel pair. 

Xi,n and Xj,n- in the n"* frame. 

Vi^k The residue signal in the fc"* frame following the damaged 

one, which is relative to Xj,o. 

g,-,„ The quantization error in the n"* frame, which is relative 

to • 

The equation above can be simplified as 

Xi + Ci,j -  Xj = - qj ,n) (5.1) 

^The damaged frame is consider as the O"* frame. All equations in this subsection can apply to 
the damaged frame without any modification. 
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where the 0 subscript has been dropped from x,,o, y j j Q  for notational convenience, and 

is also a convex set.^ The L  above denotes a set consisting of pairs of indices in 

[1, n]. The factor, e. is a constant, controlhng the size of the set. 

As shown in Appendix A, S2 can be proven to be a convex set without any 

assumptions on L. However, to easily find the projection onto 82. one limitation is 

added to L so that any index can appear in L at most once, whether it is the first 

index or the second. Section 5.3 will show that the limitation can be removed by 

adding a convex set, 53. 

5.2.1.3 Constraints of pixels which have equal intensities 

Equality relations can form convex sets. The purpose of these convex sets will be 

described in Section 5.3. For the case of the equality of two pixels, the definition of 

this convex set can be expressed as 

53 = {A' 6 /?" : X, = Xj for fixed i . j  € [1.«]} 

'-.A. similar convex set was used in [24] for blocking effect removal. It can be considered as the 
special case of S2 when c,.j = 0. 

n 
=  - ̂h k )  

In Appendix A, it is shown that 
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Now it is necessary to prove that it is a convex set. Let A". Y be any elements in S3. 

If Z = aA' + (1 — a)Y, 0 < q < 1, then 

Zi — Zj = otXi + (1 — a)yi — [oXj + (1 — oi)yj\  

= 0 

So Z G 53; i.e., 53 is a convex set. The result can be easily generalized to the case of 

multiple pixels having the same intensities as 

Sz = {A' ^ : Xi^ = • • • = for fixed z'l, Ak G [1. n ] }  (5.2) 

It can be considered as an intersection set of {A' G R" : x,i = j,,}. • • •. {A' € i?" : 

= Xi^}. Because the intersection set of convex sets is clearly a convex set. 5^ 

defined in Equation 5.2 is also a convex set. 

5.2.2 Projections onto convex sets 

According to the remarkable theorem of POCS [16], it is necessary to find projec

tions for each of three convex sets, 5i, Sg. and S3. 

5.2.2.1 Projection onto Si 

Let B  be the DCT transform matrix relating A' and Y .  Then, the projection of 

A' onto Si can be described explicitly by the following pseudo code [15]. 
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V : =  B X  

for {i = I, • • • ,n) { 

if (a, is received) 

Vi := a,-

else 

Vi := Vi 

} 

X  : =  B - ' f  

In words, take the DCT of a block of pixels and substitute the known (correctly 

received) coefficients in the appropriate places (leaving all other coefficient alone). 

Finally, take the inverse DCT. 

5.2.2.2 Projection onto ^2 

For every A' E BP, X ^ 82- its projection onto the convex set. 

S 2  =  \ x e R ' ' :  x :  ( ^ . + c , . , - x _ , ) 2 < £ 2 l  

is 

fi = i3xi + {1 - i3]{xj - Cij) 

Xj = (1 - (3){xi + Cij) + i3xj (5.3) 

for { i . j )  e L .  and Xk = Xk for all k  which do not appear in L .  regardless if it is in 

the first index position or the second. The 6 in Equation 5.3 can be obtained by the 
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following equation 

/ ? = ^ ( ^  +  l )  ( 5 . 4 )  

where 

A = I + Ct-i - ̂j)'^ (5.5) 
V 

The proof of Equation 5.3-5.5 will be given in Appendix A. Equation 5.3 is equivalent 

to obtaining the projection of a pixel by linear interpolation between its two possible 

intensities. For every X ^ S-z, 3 is a real number within (|. 1). The closer £ and .4 

are, the smaller /3 is. The constant factor, e, controls the size of the convex set. 82-

To take advantage of the convex set S2. a good estimation of £ is necessary. 

By Markov's Inequality[25], we can estimate the upper bond of s as 

P  { A ' <  k - ' }  <  (0.6) 

where k is any real constant. Substituting Equation 5.1 into Equation 5.5, 

£ { . • 1 ^ } =  £ ( » - ' " ) £  { ( ? , . „ ( 5 . 7 )  

Assuming i.i.d. and zero-mean quantization errors in the spatial domain. ^ this 

simplifies to 

= 2iVa-2"V'ar((7) (5.8) 

where V a r { q )  is the variance of the quantization error in the spatial domain, and N  

is the number of pairs in L. Combining Equations 5.6 and 5.8 while defining 

£" = \j2Na~'^^Var[q)C (5.9) 

^Although this assumption is only accurate in the high quality case (small compression ratio). 
Equation 5.8 yields good performance in practice. 
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we can rewrite Equation 5.6 as 

J_ 

Then, the probability of S2 containing a "no-data-loss" solution can be controlled 

by the choice for C. For DCT based video CODECs like H.261 and MPEG, the 

quantization process is performed in the DCT coefficient domain. Since the DCT is 

a unitar}^ transform, it is easy to prove that the quantization error variances are the 

same in both the spatial domain and the DCT coefficient domain, assuming that the 

pixel intensities on the image frame are stationary. Therefore, £ can be chosen as 

where dq denotes the quantization step size used to quantize DCT coefficients.^ 

By Equation 5.3, 5.4, and 5.10. the projection onto S2 can be calculated for each 

iteration process. 

5.2.2.3 Projection onto S3 

For notational convenience, the index of i?" is rearranged so that S3 can be rewrit

ten as 

(5.10) 

S3 = {A' 6 i?" : xi = • • • = Xfc, for a fixed k  G [1, n ] }  

•"It assumes that the quantizer is uniform and the quantization error has a uniform distribution 
in .A.gain, this is true in the high quality case. 
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For every A' 0 S^, the projection of A' onto Sz is equivalent to finding a vector. 

A € 5*3, such that (/(A', A') = is minimal, where f, denotes the z"' 

component of A". VVe can define fi = • • • = fit = x, according to the constraint of 

S3. Then. A' can be found by 

d d { X ,  X )  ^  Q  
d x  

d d j X ,  X )  ^  p  

d x j  

for all J =  k  +  The solutions to these systems of equations are 

1 

1=1 

Xj = Xj (5.11) 

for all j  =  k  +  \ .  -  •  • .  n .  This result shows that the projection onto Ss simply replaces 

all pixels in the equal constraint set by their mean average. The rest of the pixels 

remain unchanged. The convex set. 53, can be applied to all overlapping pixels for 

the proposed algorithm. The projection onto S3 performs averaging operations on 

all overlapping pixels. 

5.3 Error Concealment Algorithm 

With convex sets, Si, S2, S3, and their projections, the proposed error concealment 

algorithm follows the standard POCS process [13]. Its procedure can be summarized 

as 

1. Store all uncorrupted DCT coefficients of the damaged frame. 
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2. Generate the pair relation set, L, from the damaged frame and the following 

frames. 

3. Perform a projection onto S2, block by block over the damaged area. 

4. Perform a projection onto 5i, block by block over the damage area. 

5. Perform averaging operation on all overlapping pixels, and pixels which have to 

be modified more than once during Step 3 (i.e., perform projection onto S3). 

6. Repeat Steps 3-5 until no pixels are modified in one iteration. 

The special process, projection onto convex set S3, is performed in Step 5 to eliminate 

the limitation of the index pairs set, L. which is used in the convex set. 82- In 

Appendix A, the projection onto S2 as shown in Equation 5.3 is derived under the 

limitation that any index can appear at most once in the set. L. We now show that 

the limitation can be avoided by simple averaging operations. 

1 - ^ - 2  1 - ^ - 2  4  

3 3 

(A) (B) 

Figure 5.2: (A) a 4 x 4 image with L  = {(1.2), (1.3)}; (B) L  becomes {(1.2). (4.3)} 
by adding one more dimension. 

Figure 5.2 shows an example of a 4 x 4 image frame. Suppose that L  for the frame 

contains relations between Pixel 1 and Pixel 2 as well as Pixel 1 and Pixel 3: i.e. 

L = {(1,2),(1.3)}. We always can increase the dimension so that L = {(1. 2). (4.3)} 
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with an additional constraint of equal intensity between Pixel 1 and Pixel 4. From 

S3, it is known that the equality relation forms a convex set. So the convex set. 

S2, with L = {(1.2), (1,3)} can be split into two convex sets, one being 52, with 

L = {(1,2), (4,3)}, and the other being a new convex set with equal intensity between 

Pixel 1 and Pixel 4. 

The accuracy of error concealment by this POCS method depends on the sizes of 

convex sets. Si, S2, and S3. If a block loses all or almost all of its DCT coefficients. 

Si will be useless. In this case, the POCS process will converge in one iteration but 

generate useless results. To solve the problem, some high frequency DCT coefficients 

must be set to zero in the iteration process. However, this is equivalent to performing 

low pass filtering, which normally generates blurry results. The alternative way is 

to use the Least Squares method (in Chapter 4) first and then perform Multi-frame 

POCS with a modified convex set. Si.^ The alternative method can have the best 

error concealment performance but has the highest computational complexity. 

5.4 Experimental Results and Performance Comparison 

As in Section 4.3, we use the two videos "Football" and "Table Tennis" to test 

the performance of error concealment algorithms. The video. "Miss America." is not 

used because its lack of motion allows any algorithms to perform error concealment 

with little trouble. Three algorithms are compared in this section, all which adopt the 

•'The modified 5i restricts all DCT coefficients within a predefined dynamic range: i.e. it uses 
the DCT coefficients generated by the LS method as the mean of those coefficients and allows them 
to be changed in the predefined dynamic range. 
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Label Algorithm 
Method 3 
Method 4 
Method 5 

LS based algorithm with $2 regularization (Chapter 4) 
LS based algorithm with $3 regularization (Chapter 4) 
Multi-frame POCS based algorithm proposed in this chapter 

Table 5.1: The labels of the algorithms compared in this section. 

1 pixel overlap structure. For convenience, these algorithms are labeled as shown in 

Table 5.1. For all the tests in this section. Methods 3 and 4 use averaging operations 

in the feedback loops to improve the compression ratio, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Because of algorithm limitations in creating convex set. S2, Method 5 does not use 

averaging operations in the feedback loops but uses them as a post-process. 

The loop filter of Figure 3.1 is not used in Method 5 since it increases compu

tational complexity dramatically.® As it provides some performance improvements 

(in terms of PSNR and compression ratio), the loop filter is used (here as well as in 

Chapter 4) for methods 1 through 4. 

All error patterns in Section 4.3 are used for performance comparison here. A new 

error pattern will also be used in which all intensities on one frame are lost.' This 

is used specifically to stress the multi-frame POCS based algorithm. 

The first subjective test uses all three methods to perform error concealment for 

the video "Football" when all low frequency DCT coefficients of blocks (including 

®The filter can be modeled as a linear transform. Theoretically, we can find a convex set and its 
projection (similar to Si) to incorporate the loop filter into the proposed CODEC with POCS based 
error concealment. However, forward and backward filtering increases computational complexity 
dramatically. Since the loop filter is optional, it is not used here. 

"In other words, all Y blocks on the frame are completely lost. 
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Yl, Y2, Y3, and Y4) are lost. The quantization step size used in the test is 24. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the results obtained by Methods 3 and 4. respectively. In 

the first frame of Figure 5.3. some square patterns, seen as blocking effects on the 

player's legs, are visible. It results in some unpleasant discontinuous edges on the 

following frame. In the first frame of Figure 5.4, the square patterns are almost 

completely suppressed by Method 4. However, the processed image is blurr}> which 

can be easily seen by comparing the background among Figures 5.3-5.5. In addition, 

the discontinuous edges of the player's legs are still visible in the second frame of 

Figure 5.4. The results of Method 5 are shown in Figure 5.5. in which most of error 

propagation effects are made invisible while maintaining the details of the image 

frames. 

The second subjective test uses the video "Table Tennis" under the same error 

pattern. The results are shown in Figures 5.6-5.8. Due to many sharp edges in 

the video. Method 4 results in very poor quality of error concealment, as shown in 

Figure 5.7. Methods 3 and 5 both provide acceptable concealment quality. When 

carefully comparing Figures 5.6 and 5.8, we can find differences on the player's head, 

right hand, and clothes (where the ball moves across). Method 5 again provides the 

highest quality. 

The third subjective test is to drop all DCT coefficients of all Y blocks on one 

frame and then use these three algorithms to perform error concealment. To enhance 

the error concealment quality for such a serious error pattern, the quantization step 
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Figure 5.3: Three consecutive image frames of "Football" decoded by CCITT H.261 

decoder. The first frame loses all low frequency DCT coefBcients of all Y blocks. The 

errors are concealed by Method 3. 
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Figure 5.4: Three consecutive image frames of "Football" decoded by CCITT H.261 
decoder. The first frame loses all low frequency DCT coefficients of all Y blocks. The 
errors are concealed by Method 4. 
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Figure 5.5: Three consecutive image frames of "Football" decoded by CCITT H.261 

decoder. The first frame loses all low frequency DCT coefficients of all Y blocks. The 
errors are concealed by Method 5. 
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Figure 5.6: Three consecutive image frames of "Table Tennis" decoded by CCITT 
H.261 decoder. The first frame loses all low frequency DCT coefficients of all Y 
blocks. The errors are concealed by Method 3. 
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Figure 5.7: Three consecutive image frames of "Table Tennis" decoded by CCITT 

H.261 decoder. The first frame loses all low frequency DCT coefficients of all Y 

blocks. The errors are concealed by Method 4. 
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Figure 5.8: Three consecutive image frames of "Table Tennis" decoded by CCITT 
H.261 decoder. The first frame loses all low frequency DCT coefficients of all Y 
blocks. The errors are concealed by Method 5. 
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size is reduced from 24 to 16 for all three algorithms. ® Figures 5.9-5.11 show 

the results for the video, "Football."' AH of the algorithms only estimate the 45 

lowest frequency DCT coefficients. All higher frequency DCT coefficients are simply 

replaced by zeros. 

The concealment results by Methods 3, and 4 are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. 

respectively. Because all DCT coefficients of all Y blocks are all lost, LS based algo

rithms have serious trouble performing error concealment by motion vectors alone. 

Thus, severe error propagation effects appear in several consecutive frames. On the 

other hand, the proposed POCS based algorithm can use multi-frame overlap infor

mation to provide more relations to estimate all intensities on the frame. All visible 

error propagation effects are suppressed. Figure 5.11 shows the results. 

According to the three subjective tests above, it is clear that the POCS based 

algorithm provides the best performance in all the tests. To give more performance 

comparisons, the error patterns of Section 4.3 are also used to test the POCS based 

algorithm. The results are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. The concealment results 

by Method 3 and 4 can be found in Section 4.3. 

Objective tests under the same conditions as those in Section 4.3 are also given. 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the concealment performance when the low frequency 

®With a quantization step size of 24, the POCS based algorithm still has the best performance 
when missing all Y DCT coefficients of a frame. However, the performance difference is larger when 
the quantization step size is smaller. To enlarge the difference so that it can be seen easily from the 
results printed by laser printers, the quantization step size is reduced from 24 to 16. 
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DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 are lost. Because all the corrupted blocks are sur

rounded by undamaged blocks and only 15 DCT coefficients need to be estimated 

per damaged block. LS based algorithms will have no trouble estimating the lost 

coefficients accurately. Under the same conditions, the POCS based algorithm still 

provides competitive performance, especially when the CODEC uses small quantiza

tion step sizes. 

For the remaining tests shown in Figures 5.16-5.19, the POCS based algorithm 

outperforms the others, especially when small quantization step sizes are used. From 

these figures. Method 3 is better than Method 4 in "Football," but is the worst 

in "Table Tennis." On the hand. Method 4 has good performance only in "'Table 

Tennis," since the video has strong infer-frame correlation. Among them, only the 

POCS based algorithm is good for both videos. When the quantization step size is 8. 

it is the best algorithm for all of the tests. The reason is that the small quantization 

step size makes the conve.x set S2 small enough to yield excellent estimation. 

The error concealment performance of the POCS based algorithm can be improved 

by increasing the number of frames used in generating relations. Figure 5.20 shows 

the relation between the performance and number of frames used. The video used 

for testing is "Football" with two different error patterns. According to the result, 

using more frames for the POCS based algorithm can improve its performance. How

ever, it also results in more delay, which may not be acceptable for some real-time 

applications. 
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Figure 5.9: Three consecutive image frames of "Football" decoded by CCITT H.261 
decoder. The first frame loses all Y DCT coefficients. The errors are concealed by 

Method 3. 
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Figure 5.10: Three consecutive image frames of "Footbair decoded by CCITT H.261 
decoder. The first frame loses all Y DCT coefficients. The errors are concealed by 

Method 4. 
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Figure 5.11: Three consecutive image frames of "Football" decoded by CCITT H.261 
decoder. The first frame loses all Y DCT coefficients. The errors are concealed by 
Method 5. 



Figure 5.12: The result of Method 5 from "Football" video missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 

Figure 5.13: The result of Method 5 from "Table Tennis" video missing all low 
frequency DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 5.14: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Football" missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 5.15: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis" missing all low fre

quency DCT coefficients of VI and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 5.16: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Football" missing all DCT coefficients 
of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 5.17: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis" missing all DCT 

coefficients of Yl and Y4 blocks. 
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Figure 5.18: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Football" missing all low frequency 
DCT coefficients of Y blocks. 
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Figure 5.19: PSNR vs. Compression Ratio for "Table Tennis" missing all low fre
quency DCT coefficients of Y blocks. 
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Figure 5.20: PSNR vs. Number of Frames used in the POCS based algorithm for 
"Football" having Error Pattern 1: missing all low frequency DCT coefficients of all 
Y blocks, and Error Pattern 2: missing of all DCT coefBcients of Y1 and Y4 blocks. 
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5.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced a new POCS based algorithm which can take advantage 

of multi-frame overlap information. With this information, severe errors such as 

the loss of all Y components of an entire frame can still be recovered. All error 

propagation effects are almost completely suppressed. According to both subjective 

and objective tests, the POCS based algorithm outperforms all other algorithms 

discussed in this dissertation, when using small quantization step size.^ Thus, the 

POCS based algorithm is very suitable when used as the error concealment method 

for high quality DCT based video CODECs. 

The POCS based algorithm is also flexible. Given its power of recovering almost 

any error pattern, the POCS based algorithm can be used with existing standard 

CODECs. For instance, to incorporate the POCS based algorithm with CCITT 

H.261 CODEC, the overlap information can be encoded in a different way and sent 

through the "GSPARE" field^° in the coded bit stream. If any GOB is damaged or 

even if the whole frame is lost, the POCS based algorithm can still recover from the 

errors and effectively suppress the error propagation effects. 

The POCS based algorithm is extendible. .A-S long as new convex sets are found, 

the new sets can be combined with existing convex sets to provide a smaller inter

section set. Thus, the estimation will be more accurate. 

®If the quantization step size is too large ( larger than 40 ). then the POCS based algorithm will 
have poor performance because the size of the convex sets will be too large to be useful. 

'"The GSPARE is defined in CCITT H.261. 
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The computational complexity is the only drawback of the POCS based algorithm. 

With this recursive algorithm, thousands of DCT and Inverse DCT operations need 

to be perform. It makes real-time hardware implementation much more difficult. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusion 

There are two error concealment algorithms proposed in this dissertation. One 

is based on the LS algorithm, the other on the POCS algorithm. The LS based 

algorithm can be divided into two sub-algorithms, one using a minimal residue power 

function ($2) as the regularization function, the other using a maximally smooth 

function ($3) in the spatial domain as the regularization function. They all have 

advantages and disadvantages for different videos. 

All proposed algorithms use a one pixel block overlap structure. .A.s the exper

imental results in Chapter 4 showed, this structure improves performance in error 

concealment dramatically. Section 3.2 also shows that the degradation in compres

sion performance is not serious. 

To further improve the performance in error concealment, special data arrange

ment is employed so that packet losses most likeh-^ result in checker board error 

patterns. If all damaged blocks are surrounded by undamaged blocks, the proposed 

LS based algorithms are shown to have good performance in error concealment. 
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The LS based algorithm with $2 regularization provides the best performance in 

videos with a strong correlation in the temporal domain. Video conferencing is one 

applications which has high correlation in the temporal domain. Compared with the 

regularization function $3, $2 contains fewer equations so that the computational 

complexity of the error concealment algorithm is smaller. Thus, this algorithm is 

most likely to be implemented for real time applications. 

The LS based algorithm with $2 regularization has poor performance for videos 

containing a lot of fast motion. .Although the intensity consistency on the overlapping 

areas can be maximized by the algorithm, many blocking artifacts, resulting from 

motion compensation, can be seen on the damaged image frame and the following 

frames. To overcome this problem, $3 regularization has been developed. 

The LS based algorithm with $3 regularization not only ma.ximizes the intensity 

consistency on overlapping areas, but also finds a solution which has a smooth change 

in intensity inside the damaged blocks. Experimental results show that this results 

in better performance for fast videos like "Football." However, due to the spatially 

smooth regularization function, the algorithm has poor results in videos like "Table 

Tennis," which contains many sharp edges. 

In general, the combination of two LS based algorithms can have good error con

cealment performance for most of videos when the errors lie in a checker board pat

tern. If this condition is not satisfied, both algorithms will suffer linear dependency 

problems in the estimation of lost coefficients. The problem can not be solved using 
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only the information from the damaged frame. Instead, the information from the 

following frames needs to be used. Therefore, the proposed POCS based algorithm 

has been developed to provide the multi-frame error concealment capability. 

Theoretically, with the capability of collecting information from several frames, 

the POCS based algorithm can have good performance in error concealment for any 

error pattern. .A.s long as the quantization step size is small enough, it can have 

good performance even if all DCT coefficients on the frame are all lost. Although it 

has many advantages in performance, flexibility, and extensibility, the POCS based 

algorithm has extreme computational complexity. This makes it very difficult to be 

implemented for real time applications. 

6.2 Future Plans 

The POCS based algorithm is the most interesting algorithm in this dissertation. 

It is flexible and extensible. Some convex sets for images and videos have been pro

posed in the past. These convex sets may be able to be combined into the proposed 

POCS based algorithm so that the size of the intersection set becomes smaller. Gener

ally, a small intersection set size gives more accurate lost DCT coefficient estimation. 

Then, the PSNR can be improved. 

With the capability of collecting information from several frames, the POCS based 

algorithm does not really need to be restricted to the checker board error pattern. 

This capability may allow it to be used in standard video CODECs like CCITT H.2G1. 
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CCITT H.263, MPEG, and MPEG2 without any modification. Overlap information 

can be transmitted through reserved fields or user defined fields. The extra data 

generated by this process may not be too much, since the information only needs to 

be inserted in the blocks which make the convex set S2 inaccurate. The trade-ofF 

between the error concealment performance and size of the extra data for different 

standard CODECs needs to be investigated. 
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Appendix A 

Convex set S2 and its Projections 

A.l S2 is a convex set 

For ever}' A', Y € S2, we can define 

Z  = aA' + (1 — a ) y  

for a G [0,1]. It is clear that the z"* element of Z. c,. is equal to ax, + (1 — q)?/,-. 

Then. 

Yi j - Cj )-
{ i J ) € L  

= S + (1 - + ftj - + (1 -
{ i . j ) e L  

=  Y ,  { X i  +  C i . j  -  X j f +  { 1 - a ) ^  Y ,  i U i  +  ( ^ i . j  -  U j f  
{ i . j ) € L  { i J ) e L  

+2q(1 - a) { X i  +  C i j  -  X j ) i y i  +  a j  -  y j )  
{ i J ) e L  

=  a ' ^ P  +  { l - a f Q  +  2 Q { l - a ) R  (A.l) 

Because A', V G S2, 

P < 

Q < s' (A.2) 
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By Schwarz's Inequality [26], an upper bound for R can be found as 

^ = 51 + -.Vj) 
(i.mL 

< [ Z Yi (yi + ^-j -
(.i.j)eL u.j}eL 

<  £ - C = C 2  ( A . 3 )  

Combining Equation A.2 and A.3, we can rewrite Equation A.l as 

{ i . j ) e L  

Therefore. Z £ 82- Thus, we have proven that So is a convex set. 

A.2 Projection onto S2 

For convenience, we define two functions.(/. ^p. as follows 

rf(.Y. r )  =  l l - v  -  i T  =  Z t a  -  » , ) '  
1=1 

^ { Z )  = +  

where A', i' Z  G /?". and S 2  C /?". For every A' ^ 52- the way to find its projection 

onto S2 is to find Y 6 S2 such that d{X, Y) is minimal. Because S2 is a convex set. 

it is clear that Y must be on the boundarj- of S2', i.e.. ^(Y) = 0. Then, we can 

construct a Lagrange auxiliarv* function, $, as 

$(A',r) = d { X . Y )  +  X i p { Y )  

= y i f  + '^51 (y- + -  y j f  -
1=1 { i . j ) e L  
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where A is Lagrange multiplier. Assume that ever>' integer in [l.n] can only appear 

at most once in L. whether it is in the first index position or the second. Then, for 

every (s, t) € L, the following equations must be satisfied. 

a $ ( X  Y )  

dVs 
a<i>(xr) 

dyt 

= 0 

= 0 

Then, 

-2[xs - Us) + 2A(:(/s + Cs.t - ih) = 0 

-2(xt - v t )  -  2 \ { y s  + Cs,t - yi) = 0 

By simple matrix calculation, the result is 

yi = 

Define 3 = The equation above can be rearranged as 

= (3xs + (1 - •i){xi - c,.t) 

y t  =  (1 - d ) { x ,  + Cs,i) + 0xi (A.4) 

Lagrange multiplier, A. can be solved by 

9(i') = Y, (yi+~ = 0 
{ i . j ] e L  

Substituting yt, yj from Equation A.4 and simplifying, 
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Then, 

Therefore. 

.  / y . ^ ^ r ( x , -  +  C , "  v  —  X - i ) ^  —  e  
»  y  — ^  •  - v  

~ 2£ 

1 + A 
U ~ 

2A + 1 

1 f 
+1 (A.5) 

2 \\/E(i.j)eLi^i + CiJ -

Substituting this result into Equation A.4. the projections onto S2 can be found. 
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